
MICROSURGICAL 
TRAINERTM

Our Pocket Microvascular Anastomosis 
Card™ is great. Combine it with our  portable 
training system and it's unbeatable. The 
Microsurgical TrainerTM allows you to use 
the camera on your smart phone or tablet 
to practice microsurgery anywhere you go. 
With a zoom capacity of 1x to 12.5x on most 
modern devices, it's easy to visualize the 
most common microsurgical tasks.

It's lightweight and folds down flat to fit 
easily in your backpack or satchel of choice.

So set down the loupes and step away from 
the scope. Give the Microsurgical Trainer a 
try today!

www.PocketSuture.com
POCKET SUTURE

TM

Have a phone? Train 
Anywhere.

Scan the code or visit us at
www.pocketsuture.com

to see our full line of training supplies.
Educational Institutions are eligible for significant discounts. 

Email us today at info@pocketsuture.com to make us a part of 
your training program, at an affordable price.

Pocket Suture, LLC |Tucson, AZ, USA

Practice precision, anywhere™



The Pocket Microvascular Anastomosis Card™ is a convenient 
way to practice the microvascular anastomoses common to 
multiple specialties.

Each card contains synthetic vessels ranging in size from 0.7 to 
4.0mm. We offer a wide variety of layouts, or you can mix and 
match vessel sizes and layouts in order to meet the needs of your 
training program!

A CONVENIENT APPROACH TO 
MICROVASCULAR TRAININGSimple. 

Portable. Effective.
The Pocket Microvascular Anastomosis Card™ is the size of 
a standard credit card, making it easy to pack with you and 
use under surgical, or standard dissection microscopes. No 
Scope? No Problem! Throw on your loupes or use the Pocket 
Microsurgical Trainer™.

The writable matte surface of the card allows you to make 
notes directly on the surface, such as angle of practice, 
date completed, or denote challenge areas to monitor your 
progress or share with colleagues for feedback. A light 1mm 
grid background provides a convenient reference that’s easy 
on the eyes.

FLEXIBLE — 
NO MATTER YOUR RESOURCES

Use with 
surgical scopes

Your favorite 
loupes

Or use your 
phone with 
our Pocket 

Microsurgical 
TrainerTM


